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Abstract

It is possible that heritable variance in personality characteristics does not reflect (only) genetic and

biological processes specific to personality per se. We tested the possibility that Five-Factor Model

personality domains and facets, as rated by people themselves and their knowledgeable informants,

reflect polygenic influences that have been previously associated with educational attainment. In a

sample of over 3,000 adult Estonians, polygenic scores for educational attainment, based on small

contributions from more than 150,000 genetic variants, were correlated with various personality

traits,  mostly  from  the  Neuroticism  and  Openness  domains.  The  correlations  of  personality

characteristics with educational attainment-related polygenic influences reflected almost entirely

their  correlations  with  phenotypic  educational  attainment.  Structural  equation  modeling  of  the

associations between polygenic risk, personality (a weighed aggregate of education-related facets)

and  educational  attainment  lent  relatively  strongest  support  to  the  possibility  of  educational

attainment mediating (explaining) some of the heritable variance in personality traits.
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Educational attainment and personality are genetically intertwined

Personality trait variance has a substantial genetic component (Vukasović & Bratko, 2015).

However, the specific genetic variants responsible for this have largely remained elusive, possibly

due to the highly polygenic nature of the traits (Chabris et al., 2013). Collectively, large numbers of

common genetic variants explain up to about 15% of variance in personality traits (Mõttus, Marioni,

& Deary, in press; Smith et al., 2016; Vinkhuyzen et al., 2012), but the effect of any one gene is

usually  too  small  to  be  reliable  detectable.  The  same tends  to  be  true  for  other  psychological

phenotypes  such  as  cognitive  ability  (Davies  et  al.,  2015)  and  subjective  well-being  (Okbay,

Baselmans,  et  al.,  2016). In contrast,  slightly more genetic variance has been traced to specific

genetic variants for some less-psychological complex phenotypes such as educational attainment

(Okbay, Beauchamp, et al., 2016) and body mass index (Locke et al., 2015).

It has also been suggested that personality traits could be conceived of as mostly phenotypic

phenomena with limited or even no genetic or biological architecture of their own (Turkheimer,

Pettersson, & Horn, 2014). If so, observed genetic variance in personality characteristics may to

some or even large extent reflect genetic influences that act broadly across the nervous system or

even across the organism more generally (as a general “genetic pull”;  Turkheimer et  al.,  2014)

rather than contributing to some systems specifically responsible for what appear as personality

traits. In this case, the genetic and resultant biological underpinnings of personality traits should be

shared with those of other phenomena that phenotypically relate to these personality traits but fall

outside of how the traits are typically defined and operationalized (Mõttus, Marioni, et al., in press).

Here,  we  address  this  possibility  by  investigating  whether  phenotypic  variability  in

personality  traits  is  associated with polygenic propensity  for educational  attainment  (henceforth

education) as estimated from molecular  genetic  data.  There are numerous phenotypes that  may

share genetic influences with personality characteristics. We choose educational level because it is a

broad  behavioral  phenotype  that  has  a  sizable  heritable  component  (Colodro-Conde,  Rijsdijk,
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Tornero-Gómez, Sánchez-Romera, & Ordoñana, 2015; Silventoinen, Krueger, Bouchard, Kaprio, &

McGue,  2004),  is  phenotypically  correlated  with  a  spectrum  of  personality  traits  (Chapman,

Fiscella, Kawachi, & Duberstein, 2010; Digman, 1989; Shiner, Masten, & Roberts, 2003) and yet is

not  part  of  how the  traits  are  usually  operationalized.  Also,  education  has  been relatively well

characterized in terms of its genomic correlates: variability in this trait is known to be associated

with a large number of genetic variants and these specific associations have already been quantified

with a reasonable level of accuracy (Okbay, Beauchamp, et al., 2016). 

Twin studies have revealed that the phenotypic correlations of several personality traits with

children's  and  adolescence  academic  results  can  largely  be  accounted  for  by  shared  genetic

influences (Hicks, Johnson, Iacono, & McGue, 2008; Rimfeld, Kovas, Dale, & Plomin, 2016). In

addition to additive influences of genetic variants, these estimates reflect non-additive effects due to

interactions  between  and  within  genetic  loci,  effects  of  rare  variants  and  person-environment

correlations (Purcell, 2002), and they are possibly confounded with the environmental effects that

twins  share  (Vinkhuyzen  et  al.,  2012).  Recently,  Belsky  and  colleagues  (2016)  showed  that

polygenic variance in education is associated with two childhood personality characteristics, self-

control and interpersonal skills; these findings only pertain to additive genetic effects of common

genetic  variants.  Likewise,  Okbay and colleagues  (Okbay, Beauchamp,  et  al.,  2016)  showed a

negative  polygenic  correlation  between  education  and  Neuroticism.  However,  it  is  not  known

whether  these  (additive)  polygenic  associations  generalize  to  other  personality  characteristics,

including those of the omnibus personality models such as the Five-Factor Model (FFM).

Disentangling causality

It seems unlikely that education itself reflects a distinct psychobiological attribute and thereby

corresponds to genetic variance that is somehow specific to this  phenotype.  Instead,  its genetic

variance is likely to be shared with that of other characteristics such as cognitive abilities or other

contributors to socioeconomic success, including behaviors encompassed by personality traits. For
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example,  genetic  variance  in  education  largely  overlaps  with  that  of  cognitive  abilities  and

(whatever  leads  to)  social  deprivation (Marioni  et  al.,  2014).  Therefore,  when education shows

genetic overlap with personality characteristics, this may imply different scenarios: they may both

be independently influenced by the same genetic factors, one may mediate (or explain) the genetic

effects of another, or the mediation may work in both ways. In case of mediation, for example,

education  and  thereby  its  unique  genetic  influences  may  phenotypically  contribute  to  certain

personality  characteristics  (e.g.,  Openness  or  Conscientiousness),  or  the  other  way  around—

personality characteristics and thereby their  unique genetic influences may explain some of the

genetic variance in education (Rimfeld et al., 2016). This means that finding genetic correlations

with education would not inevitably tell us something on the relative lack of the distinctive etiology

of these personality traits: the traits may have their own genetic underpinnings that just happen to

bleed into educational level via phenotypic causation. 

In order to tackle causality, we could study people with no “exposure” to the hypothesized

mediators (Kippersluis & Rietveld, 2016). For example, if the otherwise present genetic correlation

between  genetic  propensity  for  education  and  personality  traits  is  missing  in  people  without

educational experience (i.e., the mediation pathway is broken), this would support education being a

mediator in the genetic association. To study the possible mediating role of a personality trait, we

could investigate people without the trait.  Alternatively, it  would help to know specific genetic

variants with known causal pathways to the purported mediators  (approach known as Mendielian

Randomizaton; Davey Smith, 2010). For example, if some genetic variants have direct causal links

with education but are unlikely to be similarly directly causal to a personality trait and yet correlate

with the trait, this would support education being phenotypically causal to the personality trait and

thereby mediating its genetic influences. 

It  may  be  difficult  to  find  people  with  no  exposure  to  education  or  without  a  specific

personality  trait,  and  the  genetic  variants  with  clear  causal  pathways  to  these  phenotypes  are
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currently unknown. Meanwhile, statistical techniques can be used to estimate the plausibility of

different  causal  scenarios.  For  example,  if  personality  traits  and  education  only  share  genetic

influences with no mediation of one another, then, conditional on the genetic influences, the two

should  be  independent.  Alternatively,  we  may  estimate  statistical  mediation.  For  instance,  if

personality traits  appear to account for a relatively larger share of genetic propensity-education

associations than education can account for genetic propensity-personality associations, this would

be more consistent with personality traits mediating the genetic effects of education than the other

way around. 

The current study

Employing published meta-analytic associations (Okbay, Beauchamp, et al., 2016) between

education and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), we created polygenic scores for education

(EPS) for 3,061 adult Estonians. We then correlated the EPS with the FFM domains and facets;

significant  correlations  pointed  to  shared  genetic  influences  on  these  personality  traits  and

education. Next, we aggregated the personality facet correlates of education into a single aggregate

variable (polyfacet scores) and did the same for the EPS. Correlation between these two variables

quantifies the degree to which the personality correlates of education generally track its additive

polygenic variance component. Finally, we tested whether personality traits and education would

become independent after controlling for EPS, which would suggest shared genetic influences with

no mediation, or whether either education or its personality correlates would account for a larger

share of each other's polygenic influences. The use of both self- and informant-rated personality

traits allowed us to generalize the findings across specific assessment methods. 

Methods

Sample

The  current  sample  is  a  subset  of  the  Estonian  Biobank  cohort  (approximately  52,000

individuals), a volunteer-based sample of the Estonian resident adult population (Leitsalu et  al.,
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2014). The participants were recruited randomly by general practitioners (GPs), physicians, or other

medical  personnel  in  hospitals  or  private  practices  as  well  as  in  the recruitment  offices  of  the

Estonian Genome Centre of the University of Tartu (EGCUT). Each participant signed an informed

consent form, went through a standardized health  examination and donated a blood sample for

DNA. From among 3,426 individuals for whom both personality and DNA data is available, we

selected 3,061 individuals (1,821 women) who were at least 25 years old (mean age 49.54 years,

standard deviation 15.49, maximum 91) and had thereby had a chance to complete higher education

and obtain a post-graduate degree. 

Measures

All but 15 participants completed the Estonian version of the NEO Personality Inventory 3

(NEO PI-3; McCrae & Costa, 2010), which is a slightly modified version of the Revised NEO

Personality Inventory. The NEO PI-3 has 240 items that measure 30 personality facets, which are

then grouped into the five FFM domains, each including six facets. The items were answered on a

five-point scale (0 = false/strongly disagree to 4 = true/strongly agree). Personality traits of all but

2,904 participants (including the 15 participants with missing self-reports) were also rated by an

informant, who was typically a spouse/partner, parent/child or friend. For cross-rater correlations,

see Mõttus and colleagues (2014).

Education  was  based  on  self-reports  and  quantified  on  an  eight-level  scale:  without  any

formal education (N = 6), lower basic (N = 31), basic (N = 207), high-school (N = 550), vocational

plus high-school (N = 956), applied higher (N = 177), higher (N = 967) or post-graduate education

(N = 167). The variable was treated as if it was continuous; as will be shown below, its association

with EPS was nearly linear. 

Polygenic scores aggregate the small effects of a large number of SNPs on a phenotype: the

effect size for each SNP’s risk allele, found in an independent sample, is multiplied by the number

(0, 1, 2) of the allele for a given individual in the target sample; the sums of these products across
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all SNPs constitute the individual’s score. The EPS were based on a meta-analysis (N = 293,723)

that  estimated  the  associations  of  over  8,000,000  SNPs  with  the  number  of  years  of  formal

schooling (Okbay, Beauchamp,  et  al.,  2016).  In  the  current  sample,  genotyping was completed

using  different  Illumina  platforms  (CNV370-Duo  BeadChip,  OmniExpress  BeadChips,

HumanCoreExome-11 BeadChips and HumanCoreExome-10 BeadChips); the genotype data was

imputed using the 1000 Genomes Project reference panel. SNPs with a minor allele frequency <

0.01, Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium p-value < .001 and info metric value < .90 were omitted. The

genotypes  were  then  linkage  disequilibrium-pruned  using  clumping  to  obtain  SNPs  in  linkage

equilibrium with  an  r2 <  0.25  within  a  250 bp window. This  was  done  so  that  only  relatively 

independent SNPs would be used for calculating EPS. Clumping was carried out based on the

subsample of 1,377 participants who had been genotyped using HumanCoreExome platforms in

such a way that SNPs with lowest p-values in relation to education (in the meta-analysis) were

retained as the index SNPs of the clumps. No p-value cutoff was used for  retaining SNPs, so

effectively all genetic signal was incorporated into the EPS. These procedures were carried out

using PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007). The EPS were based on from 307,346 to 366,188 alleles (i.e., on

over 150,000 SNPs), depending on the platform and genotyping success for particular individuals. 

In order to provide a frame of reference for the predictive value of EPS for personality traits,

we also calculated polygenic scores for Neuroticism (NPS) and Extraversion (EXPS) and predicted

the  respective  traits  from  these  scores.  The  NPS  were  based  on  a  meta-analysis  of  170,911

individuals (Okbay, Baselmans, et al., 2016) and included contributions from 264,698 to 297,022

alleles, whereas the EXPS were based on a meta-analysis of 63,030 individuals (van den Berg et al.,

2016) and included contributions from 274700 to 310700 alleles; procedures were similar to the

calculation of EPS. It should be noted that the current sample was part of all three meta-analyses.

However, since it comprised less than 2% of the participants for the education and Neuroticism

meta-analyses and less than 5% of the participants for the Extraversion meta-analysis, any bias
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introduced by sample overlap is likely to be very small.  Ten principal components representing

possible population stratification were calculated based on the genotype data.

Results

Table 1 shows the phenotypic associations between education and personality traits, as well as

the associations of the EPS, NPS and EXPS with personality traits and education. The associations

are adjusted for age and sex, and associations involving EPS/NPS/EXPS are also adjusted for the

number  of  alleles  used  in  the  scores  and  ten  principal  components  reflecting  population

stratification.  Correlations  |.06|  or  higher  are  significant  at  p  ≤  .001  (which  is  our  criteria  for

highlighting an association as significant; in none of these cases did 99% of confidence intervals

span  zero),  correlations  |.07|  or  higher  are  significant  at  p  <  .0001,  and  correlations  |.08|  are

significant at p < 2*10-5. We do not denote statistical significance of individual associations.

The EPS had a correlation of .41 with its target phenotype, education. Figure 1 shows that the

association was nearly linear across the 7 levels of education (average for the six people with no

formal education is not shown there). The finding that nearly 17% of variability in education can be

traced to  a  selection  of  measured  common genetic  variants  is  remarkable in  itself.  To put  this

estimate in context, general intelligence, which is a phenomenon phenotypically close to education,

accounts for 14% and 26% of variance in education, depending on age (Strenze, 2007).
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Table  1. Associations  between  personality  domains  and  facets  with  education  polygenic

propensities for education and Neuroticism.

Education EPS NPS EXPS

Self Informant Self Informant Self Informant Self Informant

Neuroticism -.16 -.17 -.09 -.07 .22 .17 -.07 -.06
Extraversion .12 .11 .04 .04 -.08 -.08 .20 .15
Openness .25 .19 .16 .13 -.04 -.02 .26 .15
Agreeableness -.03 .05 -.02 .04 -.01 -.03 -.02 -.01
Conscientiousness .07 .13 -.03 .04 -.09 -.06 .05 .04
N1: Anxiety -.11 -.12 -.07 -.04 .19 .14 -.06 -.05
N2: Hostility -.17 -.13 -.11 -.08 .18 .13 -.02 -.01
N3: Depression -.17 -.15 -.10 -.06 .19 .14 -.07 -.06
N4: Self-Consciousness -.09 -.12 -.05 -.04 .18 .14 -.11 -.09
N5: Impulsiveness -.03 -.09 -.03 -.05 .12 .10 .03 .00
N6: Vulnerability to Stress -.14 -.17 -.05 -.06 .16 .13 -.09 -.07
E1: Warmth .04 .06 .01 .02 -.09 -.06 .17 .12
E2: Gregariousness .05 .04 .02 .02 -.07 -.07 .12 .09
E3: Assertiveness .20 .16 .09 .07 -.07 -.07 .15 .14
E4: Activity .12 .14 .03 .05 -.04 -.06 .17 .13
E5: Excitement Seeking .03 .03 .00 .00 -.02 -.02 .12 .10
E6: Positive Emotion .07 .05 .04 .03 -.09 -.06 .17 .10
O1: Openness to Fantasy .08 .04 .06 .04 .00 .01 .17 .09
O2: Openness to Aesthetics .17 .12 .11 .09 .00 .00 .21 .12
O3: Openness to Feelings .10 .07 .05 .02 -.03 .01 .19 .10
O4: Openness to Actions .23 .18 .13 .10 -.07 -.06 .17 .10
O5: Openness to Ideas .24 .24 .16 .16 -.03 -.04 .19 .13
O6: Openness to Values .20 .09 .15 .06 -.04 -.02 .08 .04
A1: Trust .22 .16 .14 .10 -.08 -.08 .06 .04
A2: Straightforwardness .01 .07 .03 .05 -.02 -.01 -.05 -.04
A3: Altruism -.02 .03 -.02 .02 -.05 -.04 .07 .04
A4: Compliance -.01 .03 .01 .04 -.01 -.05 -.04 -.01
A5: Modesty -.14 -.04 -.11 -.03 .04 .01 -.10 -.07
A6: Tendermindedness -.15 -.06 -.12 -.03 .05 .02 .02 .01
C1: Competence .12 .17 .02 .06 -.13 -.10 .08 .06
C2: Order .00 .01 -.05 -.03 -.03 -.03 .03 .00
C3: Dutifulness .06 .11 -.03 .05 -.06 -.04 .03 .02
C4: Achievement Striving .06 .15 -.02 .04 -.02 -.03 .09 .08
C5: Self-Discipline .02 .07 -.04 .01 -.07 -.04 .04 .02
C6: Deliberation .08 .13 .02 .07 -.10 -.07 -.02 -.01
Education .41 -.09 .07

NOTE:  EPS  =  Education  Polygenic  Scores;  NPS  =  Neuroticism  Polygenic  Scores;  EXPS  =
Extraversion Polygenic Scores; Self = self-ratings; Informant = informant-ratings. All associations
at least |0.6| are significant at p ≤ .001.
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Figure 1. Educational levels and average education polygenic scores (means and 95% confidence
intervals).
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Personality and (polygenic propensity for) education

In both self-  and informant-reports,  EPS were significantly negatively correlated with the

Neuroticism domain and positively correlated with the Openness domain, although the significance

did not apply to all of their facets and the associations should therefore not be interpreted at the

domain  level  (Mõttus,  2016;  Vainik,  Mõttus,  Allik,  Esko,  &  Realo,  2015).  Specifically,  the

associations were significant in both rating types for N2: Hostility, N3: Depression, O2: Openness

to Aesthetics, O4: Openness to Actions, O5: Openness to Ideas and O6: Openness to Values. The

associations were also significant in both rating types for the E3: Assertiveness and A1: Trust facets

of the Extraversion and Agreeableness domains,  respectively. There were also associations that

were  only  significant  in  one  rating  type.  For  example,  people  with  higher  EPS tended to  rate

themselves  lower  on  A5:  Modesty  and  A6:  Tendermindedness,  whereas  this  was  not  apparent

according to informant-ratings, and those higher in EPS were rated as being more competent and

deliberate  by  informant  but  not  by  themselves.  Facet-level  correlations  with  EPS mirrored  the

correlations with phenotypic education: the respective columns of Table 1 correlated .94 for both

self- and informant-reports. Even the differences between self- and informant-ratings in facet-level

correlations with a) EPS and b) education mirrored each other: the correlation between differences

in a) and b) was .93.

The effect sizes of personality trait-education associations were small in absolute scale (e.g., .

16/.16  and  -.11/-.08,  respectively  for  O5:  Openness  to  Ideas  and  N2:  Hostility;  self-

reports/informant-ratings). However, compared to the phenotypic associations between education

and  the  personality  traits  they  appear  more  sizable;  for  example,  the  respective  phenotypic

associations of education with O5: Openness to Idea and N2: Hostility were .24/.24 and -.17/-.13

(self-reports/informant-ratings).  That  is,  although  the  correlations  of  personality  traits  with  the

polygenic propensity for education were lower than their correlations with phenotypic education,

for some traits the effect sizes were in the similar order of magnitude. Also, some EPS-personality
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trait  association  could  be  interpreted  as  rather  substantial  when  compared  to  the  predictive

accuracies  of  NPS and  EXP for  the  very  phenotypes  these  were  tailored  to,  Neuroticism and

Extraversion (respectively .22/.17 and .20/.15; self-reports/informant-ratings). For example, while

N2: Hostility correlated with EPS -.11/-.08, it correlated with NPS .18/.13 (self-reports/informant-

ratings). There are currently no equally powered meta-analyses for other FFM traits or facets, so the

predictive accuracies of the polygenic scores for them could not be appropriately pitted against their

associations with EPS. 

The EPS and NPS were significantly associated (-.11, as opposed to phenotypic correlations

of -.16 and -.17, respectively for self- and informant-ratings), also pointing to the genetic overlap

between the traits. When the NPS and EPS simultaneously predicted Neuroticism in a multiple

regression  model,  both  made  significant  contributions  (respectively  .21/.16  and  -.07/-.06;  self-

reports/informant-ratings).  In contrast,  the correlation between EPS and EXPS was much lower

(.04, p = .03) and their relations with Extraversion remained identical to univariate estimates in the

multiple regression model (Table 1).

As an interesting side-observation, the EXPS correlated with Openness at least as strongly as

with its target phenotype Extraversion. This suggest that these traits largely overlap in their additive

polygenic influences and whichever biological mechanisms the genetic influences relate to. EXPS

was also significantly correlated with education (.07) and NPS (-.24).

Associations with aggregated personality

Separately in  self-  and informant-ratings,  we treated personality  facets  similarly to  SNPs,

weighing them by their unique association with education and then aggregating them into a single

composite variable—polyfacet scores for education. In order to calculate the weights for each facet,

we used least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regression (Tibshirani, 2011) with

50-fold cross-validation and a shrinkage parameter that minimized cross-validated error. By nature,

such polyfacet scores captured as much variance in education as could collectively be predicted by
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the 30 facets and one could therefore think of them as reflecting an education-specific personality

trait. We then carried out exactly the same procedure for the EPS, yielding polyfacet scores that

were  maximally  aligned  with  the  polygenic  propensity  for  education.  We  residualized  both

polyfacet scores for age and sex. 

The correlations between the education polyfacet scores and education itself were .45 and .39,

respectively for self- and informant-ratings, suggesting that collectively the facets accounted for

between 15% and 20% of variance in education; that is, not much less than intelligence (Strenze,

2007).  The  correlations  between  the  education  polyfacet  score  and  EPS  were  .28  and  .24,

respectively  for  self-  and  informant-ratings.  The  correlations  between  the  polyfacet  scores  for

education  and  polyfacet  scores  for  EPS  scores  were  .91  and  .92,  respectively  for  self-  and

informant-ratings. These high correlations suggest that personality correlates of education tended to

be almost entirely related to the additive polygenic variance component of the outcome rather than

to any other sources of its variance, pointing to largely overlapping genetic effects.

The plausibility of the three causal scenarios

Finally,  in  order  to  assess  the  plausibility  of  different  causal  scenarios,  we  fitted  three

structural equation models with the 'lavaan' package (Rosseel, 2012). In the first (common-cause)

model, both education (adjusted for age and sex) and the polyfacet scores for education (adjusted

for age and sex) were predicted by EPS (adjusted for age, sex, number of alleles used in the scores

and population stratification). If the polygenic propensity for education was directly causal to both

phenotypes without any mediation of genetic effects between the two phenotypes, education and the

polyfacet scores should have been uncorrelated (or locally independent, in latent variable modeling

terms),  conditional  the  EPS.  Of  course,  this  reasoning was  based on the  assumption  that  EPS

captured  most  of  the  shared genetic  effects  on  education  and personality, which  may  well  be

incorrect.  For  example,  there  may be  shared  non-additive  effects  or  shared  effects  due  to  rare

variants, which the EPS did not capture. As shown in the top panel of Figure 2, education and its
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polyfacet scores were still correlated (.38) conditional on EPS (the correlation was .33 based on

informant-ratings; Figure 3),  pointing to the possibility of one phenotype mediating the genetic

effects of the other. This and the following two models were saturated (zero degrees of freedom)

and therefore fit data perfectly, hence the models could not be compared in terms of fit and no

model fit statistics are reported.

In the second model, the polyfacet scores for education were allowed to mediate the genetic

effects of EPS on education. However, as shown in the middle panels of Figures 2 and 3, the direct

pathways from EPS to education remained sizable (.32 and .35, respectively in self- and informant-

ratings, as opposed to .42 in the common-cause model). In self-ratings, thus, only about 23% and

17% of the total effect (.42) from EPS to education could be accounted for by the indirect pathway

via personality traits, respectively in self- and informant-ratings. 
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Figure 2. Structural equation models in self-reports. Top panel: polygenic scores for education are

specified  as  the  common  cause  of  education  and  education-related  personality  characteristics

(polyfacet  scores).  Middle  panel:  the  association  between  polygenic  scores  for  education  and

education are mediated by education-related personality characteristics (polyfacet scores). Lower

panel:  education  mediates  the  association  between  the  polygenic  scores  and  education-related

personality characteristics (polyfacet scores).
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Figure 3. Structural equation models in informant-ratings (see Figure 2 for details).
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In the third model, education was specified as mediator between EPS and the polyfacet scores

for education (bottom panels of Figures 2 and 3). This model estimated the direct effects from EPS

to polyfacet scores at .11 and .09, respectively in self-reports and informant-ratings, which were

notably smaller compared to the respective estimates in the common-cause model (.28 and .24).

Education could account for about 61% and 63% of the total  association between EPS and the

composite personality score, respectively in self- and informant-ratings. 

Overall,  these  results  lend  relatively  stronger  support  to  the  hypothesis  that  education

mediates  some  of  the  genetic  effects  on  personality  characteristics  than  to  the  hypotheses  of

polygenic effects being a common cause of education and its related personality traits or personality

traits mediating the genetic effects of education. Of course, given that personality traits could also

mediate some of the genetic effects on education, the mediation may to some extent work in both

ways.

Item-level analyses

We have previously argued that facet- and domain-level analyses should be supplemented

with item-level analyses and where there is evidence for item-specificity in the correlations, the

associations  should  not  be  generalized  to  aggregate  traits  (Mõttus,  2016;  Vainik  et  al.,  2015).

Supplemental Material  reports  the correlations of single items with EPS (adjusted for age,  sex,

number  of  alleles  used  in  the  scores  and  population  stratification).  For  some facets  (e.g.,  O5:

Openness to Ideas), the associations seemed to generalize across all of their items, whereas the

associations of some facets (e.g., O6: Openness to Values) with EPS appeared to be largely driven

by a subset of their items. Occasionally, items of facets that had not been significantly correlated

with EPS displayed such associations. For example, although the A2: Straightforwardness facet was

not significantly correlated with EPS, its item (A2.4) referring to the belief that honesty is the best

policy had a highly significant correlation with polygenic propensity for education (.11 and .12,

respectively in self- and informant-ratings). As another example, people with higher EPS were more
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likely to endorse, and be endorsed for, the item referring to thinking carefully before acting (C6.3),

although the C6: Deliberation facet was only significantly associated with the EPS in informant-

ratings. Overall, for 65 of the 240 items, the associations with EPS were significant in both self- and

informant/ratings (p < .05, adjusted for false discovery rate; Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) and

these associations were always in the same direction. The items were distributed across all domains:

23  for  Openness,  13  for  Neuroticism,  12  for  Agreeableness,  11  for  Extraversion  and  6  for

Conscientiousness.

Such findings  suggest  that  at  least  sometimes  the  polygenic  propensity  of  education  was

linked with item’s unique variance, or personality nuances (Mõttus, Kandler, Bleidorn, Riemann, &

McCrae, in press), as opposed to whatever the items of the same facets share, and that sometimes

facets were only associated with “education genes” (and thereby education itself) because some of

their items were. This points to etiological heterogeneity within facets, which is consistent with

findings such as item-specific developmental trends (Mõttus et al., 2015).

Discussion

The  findings  showed  genetic  overlap  between  education  and  several  personality  traits,

especially the facets and items of Openness. The associations of personality traits with polygenic

scores for education were sometimes not much lower than the associations of personality traits with

their own polygenic scores. The aggregated associations of personality traits with education largely

reflected shared genetic effects.  This may suggest that the same genetic  influences act  on both

education and its associated personality traits. If so, attempts to delineate the genetic underpinnings

of education (Okbay, Beauchamp, et al., 2016) may incidentally also reveal the genetic mechanisms

of phenotypically related personality characteristics. Also, education could be used as a proxy to

narrow the range of  potentially  personality-related  SNPs (Rietveld  et  al.,  2014).  An alternative

explanation is that particular personality traits partially mediate the genetic variance in education

(Rimfeld et al., 2016): these traits may predispose people to seek out more formal education and
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thereby the genetic influences on these traits can account for some of the genetic variance in this

important life-outcome and whatever down-stream consequences it may have. 

But the mediation may also work in the opposite direction: experiences related to education

may  be  causal  to  various  personality  traits  and  therefore  genetic  influences  on  education  can

account for some of the genetic variance in these traits. For example, certain genetic variants may

predispose  people  to  completing  more  years  of  formal  schooling  (e.g.,  via  faster  information

processing or better physical health that allows for good school attendance), which in turn enhances

interest in aesthetic and intellectual experiences or contributes to disapproval of dishonesty. If so, a

better understanding of the genetic etiology of education may, again, eventually help to account for

some of  the heritability  in  personality  traits  and thereby shed light  on their  etiology. It  is  also

possible  that  other  non-personality  traits  such  as  occupational  choices  or  physical  fitness  can

account for some of the heritable personality variance.

We tried to statistically estimate the plausibility of the three scenarios and found the third

scenario—mediation through education—to be relatively more plausible than the others.  This is

consistent  with  the  possibility  that  at  least  some  of  the  genetic  variance  in  education-related

personality traits does not reflect distinctive genetic and thereby biological mechanisms for these

traits (Turkheimer et al., 2014). Until proven otherwise, any attempts to delineate the etiology of

these personality traits would need to consider this possibility. Of course, it will ultimately require

knowing relevant genetic and biological mechanisms of the phenotypes, or studying groups who

have had no exposure to purported mediators, to appropriate disentangle the causal pathways—our

findings are only suggestive.

In either  case,  the  genetic  overlap will  need to  be factored  into  attempts  to  interpret  the

phenotypic associations between personality traits and education. Turkheimer and colleagues (2014)

argue  that  when  associations  of  personality  traits  with  other  variables  are  investigated  “our

scientific hypotheses are usually phenotypic in nature” (p. 533): one phenotype causes the other.
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When  the  phenotypic  associations  reflect  genetic  overlap,  they  may  need  to  be  interpreted

accordingly. Naturally, the implications of our findings stretch beyond the associations between

personality traits and education: genetic overlaps should be considered for any other variables that

are hypothesized to be either causal to personality traits or among their downstream consequences.

For  example,  personality  traits  are  shown to  be  phenotypically  associated  with  obesity  (Sutin,

Ferrucci,  Zonderman, & Terracciano, 2011), but these links may at  least  to some extent reflect

genetic overlaps. 

With molecular  genetic  data  becoming widely accessible,  researchers will  be increasingly

interested  in  using  them  to  decompose  phenotypic  associations  into  genetic  and  non-genetic

components. The present study highlights one possible methodology for doing this. Although other

techniques that allow for estimating genetic correlations from molecular genetic data are available

(Bulik-Sullivan et al., 2015; Yang, Lee, Goddard, & Visscher, 2011), they typically require very

large samples. Polygenic scores can also be used in smaller samples. This approach does require

SNP-outcome  associations  from  an  independent  large  sample  but,  in  the  era  of  genome-wide

association  studies,  such  information  is  becoming  available  for  an  ever-increasing  number  of

phenotypes. 

In sum, current study systematically examined the polygenic overlap between education and

personality traits, and found clear evidence for this. Mediation analysis suggested that education

could mediate  some of the genetic  influences on personality, suggesting that  genetic  studies  of

education  could  also  provide  useful  insights  into  the  genetic  underpinnings  of  personality

variability.
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